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At the time the last report was written, we were awaiting the arrival of a
nsv: batch of rectifier tubes. Four new tubes were received on July 31
-and one of them was installed.in the V-52 position. It had been previously
noted that when the tube was installed. in the manner demonstrated by Mr. Davis,
that the anode-end-of the tube tendedi-,to.project toward the side of the tank.
Since the clearance between the end of-'the tube, and the tank was none too
great for adequate insulation, particular attention was paid to the mounting
of the anode end of the tube. 'The anode-lead was fastened in the binding
post as close to the tube as posaible.-;^This held the end of the tube 
rather near the top of the condenser,-but thie.was not objectionable, since
the top of the condenser was at'the 'same potentialas the anode of the tube.'
The cathode end of the tube also lay,,over the top-of the condenser and,
unfortunately, there were several-sacrew'heads:which, projected from the top
of the condenser and seemed to offer an unnecessary, opportunity for
sparking between the condenser and the cathode end of the tube. hence,
the cathode leads were fastened more loosely than was recommended by
Mr. Ravis so that the cathode end of the tubs floated at least one-quarter
inch above the top of the screw heads. This arrangement .eemed to. allow
sufficient space between the-tube and the-top-of-thes.tank. 4inces,that time
approximately 200 hours of operatioi have been iobtfined without:trouble.
, : .. - . , *
Immediately following the last installation of a rectifier tube:on July 31,
it wavs founi that the rectifi r and filament regulator current and the
negative regulator voltage were not normal.* The trouble was due to the-
failure of the- resistor R-26; The fine.wire-with which th tressitor..was
wound had broken under the sliding contact. --A duplicate of.this resistor.
a 100,000-ohm, 50-watt Ohmite, -could not .be obtained in the local stores;
therefore, two -50,000-ohm, 50-watt -IRG resistors were connected in series
ani used in place of the single resistor. An improvised mounting was
necessary, as the two resistors could.not be mountedin the same manner as
the original resistor. After several adjustments of..the sailing contact on one
of these resistors, the current and voltage were brought back to their
normal valus. On auust 23,. the current and voltage were again abnormal
and it '3a: found that one of these resistors had again failed, this time
due to sparking between on3 terminal of the beam current meter and the
resistor. The imnrnvisei mounting allowed one end of one of the resistors
to ap;proch too close to the terminal of the meter. The mounting was
changed to eliminate this difficulty and the resistor was replaced. It
was inioesible to obtain another 50,000-ohm resistor immediately, so the two
0O,O000-chn resistors were replaced by a 25,000-ohm and a 75,000-ohm resistor.
.,
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Since the preparationlof Report One, -a blueprinted coy and.
two printed copies of the Instruction Booklet for the microscope has
been received.. The first report recorded some of Mr.,Davis' suggestions
for the preparation of the fine aperture in the objective pole piece.
These suggestions should be reconsidered in the light of the section en-
titled "Replacement of Objective Apertures' which is found on pages 33 -
43 of the Instruction Book. Likewise the tentative procedure for aligning
the coils of the microscope should' be reconsidered in view of the section
entitled "Realignment of the Microscope" which appears on pages 43 and 44
of the instruction book,
From the time of its installation until June 14, the electron
microscope worked satisfactorily. During that time, we familiarized our-
selves vith the operation of the instrument by examining a number of
specimens. Among them were specimens prepared from wasta sulfite liquor,
five-micron wood sections prepared by Dr. Isenberg, sulfite pulp "skin
substance" supplied by Dr. Clark, and bacteria of interest to Dr. Appling
and Miss Smith. From June 10 to June 13, Dr. C. G. Albert of Edgar brothers
was at the Institute and we examined several samples of clay, calcium
carbonate, and calcium silicate. This visit of Dr. Albert's was described
a memo to Mr. Steele of June 25.
At the time that Mr. Davis installed the microscope, the chassis
was temporarily grounded by connecting terminal No. 25 of the panel terminal
m. .. . .. I O PAE C,- E M -T
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board to the ground wire leading up to the G.E.R.S. On June 16, this
temporary ground wire was replaced by the electrician and terminal No. 25
of the panel terminal board was connected by a heavy wire leading through
the floor chase to the body of the brass valve which controls the cold
water supply to the small dark room. : -
For several days prior to June 16, the beam had flickered badly.
On June l1, the flickering became rather severe and during efforts to
increase the beam intensity by adjusting the position of the gun filament,
it was found that the intensity of the beam failed to increase normally
.w4 :-, - . - , : -- 
as the beam current was increased. This saturation of the beam current
indicated that the voltage was not at normal value. The chassis was
opened for inspection but nothing was found wrong. When the instrument
.j *
was put into operation again, the same behavior was noticed and furthermore
it was found that the power amplifier current was higher than normal, that
is, it was about 400 milliamperes instead of 300 milliamperes. Sparking
was heprd, apparently in the oil tonk, and thereafter no beam current
could be obtained. The power amplifier current was then 450 milliamperes.
The chassis was opened again and another general inspection made without
the benefit of a wiring diagram since we had not at that time received a
copy of the instruction book, No trouble was obvious. Mr. Arthur '. Vance
of the R.C.A. Manufacturing Company was called on the telephone. He suggested
that the most likely sources of trouble were the special rectifier tubes
in the oil tank and the oscillating circuits which supplied energy to the
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filament of one rectifier, to the electron gun, and to the high voltage
circuit in the oil tank. He suggested testing the oscillating circuits
with e neon lamp, a common indicator of oscillation. Upon testing, it
was found that neither the rectifier filament oscillator nor the gun
filament oscillator appeared to oscillate with unusual vigor. During the
checking of the circuits for a cause for low amplitude of oscillation it
was found that the tank coil, L-15, was damaged. This damage was apparently
due to careless use of a screw driver when the chassis was opened. Only
one turn of the coil was broken and this was repaired by soldering. A
nearby resistor, R-10, was rotated slightly to make sure that one terminal
was not grounded. Vhen the chassis was closed, it seemed to close in a
suspicious fashion and examination showed that this resistor had scraped
against the flange to which the top of the chassis is fastened. The leads
to the resistor were straightened and rubber stoppers were used to support
the top of the chassis about one-half inch from its normally closed posi-
tion. After these adjustments, the rectifier filament appeared to operate
satisfactorily.
One end of the grid condenser, C-5L, of the 6V6 oscillator was
found to be crimped but not soldered to the appropriate soldering lug at
the socket. This connection was soldered.
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When operation of the instrument was attempted after these ad-
justments, it was found that the high voltage supply was still not operating.
The oil tank was opened and the rectifier tubes were inspected. Testing
with the high frequency leak tester;coil shoved that the rectifier..V-52
was "gassy".- The other rectifier tube, V-53,.was found to have been
punctured by a spark and contained nearly a cubic centimeter of oil.
Mr. T. A. Smith of the R.C.A. Manufacturing Company was called
on the telephone and he agreed to send two new tubes by air mail.
The new.,rectifier tubes arrived on June 20. They were described
in a-telegram from Mr. Smith as experimental tubes. It was found that the
re-entrant part of the press:seals were filled with sulfur.. During the
installation of these tubes,..it was found that the flexible leads were
brittle and unusual care was necessary in making the connections ,to avoid
breaking the stranded wire. In spite .of this care, the anode lead to
the tube in the V-52 position broke about 5/16 of an inch from the end
of the sulfur plug, A small brass connector was made to connect the
flexible lead to the broken end which projected from the sulfur plug. A
heavy copper wire was also fastened to the binding post and so bent as
to rest over the broken lead at the plug and limit the rise of the tube
when it floated in the oil tank. The purpose of this support was to
relieve the improvised connector of the strain of holding the tube against
the buoyant force due to the oil. It was found that the most convenient
way of installing the tubes was to install the V-53 tube first. The
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power necessary to maintain the high voltage as the beam current was in-
creased toward the normal operating value. The decrease in the magnitude
of the high voltage was great, in fact, when the beam intensity changed
to practically zero the voltage also changed to practically zero. Sparking
was heard in the oil tank and operation was stopped. The oil tank was
opened and the sulfur plug in the anode end of the V-52 tube was found
to have partially melted and lumps and filaments of sulfur were found on
the bottom of the tank. Furthermore, the flexible lead had broken inside
of the sulfur plug and it appeared that the sparking which hed been heard
was due to the sperking across this gap in the lead. Both tubes were
tested with the high frequency coil and both seemed to be hard. The
r t.
voltage supplied to the filament of the V-52 tube W-s tested and was found
to be 7.4 volts on open circuit and 5.6 volts when the filament was hot,
A temporary connection was made to the stub of wire in the anode end of
the tube by means of a small alligator clip. The end of the clip was
cut off to prevent its projecting too far out of the re-entrant end of
the tube. A piece of No. 12 bare copper wire was bent and fastened in
the anode binding post so as to support the tube and prevent its floating
too high in the oil. The alligator clip was connected to this heavy cop-
per wire by a flexible lead. When the instrument was put into operation
egain, the same saturation of the beam current was noted and the same
failure of the beam intensity was observed. After about ten minutes of
testing, parking was again heard in the oil tank end operation was stopped.
Examination showed that the cathode end of the V-52 tube had failed. The
ring seal at the end had cracked open and the cathode assembly was loose .
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The other rectifier tube appeared to be in satisfactory condition.
Mr. Smith wee called again and our, troubles were described. It
appeared that our troubles were two-fold: First, failure of the. rectifier
tubes and second, failure of the oscillator and/or the power amplifier to
supply sufficient power to permit operating with a normal beam current.
It was agreed that Mr...Davis should return to inspect the instrument and
bring with him replacement rectifier tubes.
Mr. Davis arrived on June 26 end brought with him four new
rectifier tubes as well as the replacement.ionization gage. The apparently
good tube in the oil tank was removed and two new tubes were installed.
Due to the possibility of the oil in the tank heving been contaminated by
small amounts of sulfuric acid formed while the sulfur was molten,rwe
had drained the tank and refilled it with transformer oil obtained from
the Wisconsin Michigan Power Company. When operation of the microscope
was tried, the high voltage behaved as previously described and the same
saturation of beam current was noted. Mr. Davis described the effect as
due to unloading of the power amplifier or to improper operation of the
oscillator end amplifier. All circuits likely to give trouble were
checked and appeared to be in good order. During the testing, the
resistor R-10, previously mentionedwas examined and following some
wiggling to test its mechanical strength, it was found that it was open
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circaited. The open circuit appeared' to be near one end of the'coil. There
was a sliding contact on the resistor which was not in use. This was moved
as near the broken end as possible and the connection was changed from the
end to this sliding contact. The resistance was then found to be 17,000
ohms instead of the rated 20,000 ohms.- Mr. Davis considered this to be
satisfactory. This change appeared to'have no effect on the intensity'.of
oscillation and the radio frequency current to. the: rectifier 'tube filament
appeared to be unchanged, as indicated by'the penel meter. No other trouble
could se found and the operation of the high voltage circuit-vae still un-
satisfactory. The oil tank was opened and it wae found tbat the 7-52 tube
was gassy. This was changed and' the instrument %then.operated properly,
_ ' . ., . .- -' -. . ; . :~-~. ,
It was previously reported that the image was not centered
properly over the fluorescent screen or the phototgphic plate. While
Mr. Davis was here, he tried to realign the instrument o as -to eliminate
this asymmetry. He was unable to do so. Upon reversing the current
through the projector coil, it was found that the image moved to the
opposite side of the proper position. vr. Davis then agreed that the
fault lay in the projector coil and pole piece and could not be corrected
by ali unment. He agreed to send a replacement coil, pole piece, and screen
assembly.
The replacement projector coil, pole piece, and screen were re-
ceived on July 7. The replacement was effected as follows: The screws in
both bottom end top of the coil in the instrument were removed. The
manifold flange opposite the projector coil was opened, as were the
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flanges Just above the specimen chamber. The flange in -the 'auxiliary pump
manifold near the specimen air lock was elso opened. - The corona ring and
shield above the gun were removed, the gun filament was disconnected, and 
the bottom plate of the top casing was removed. With the assistance of
Messrs. Nolan and Wink, the entire microscope 'tube.was lifted, the old ;
coil was slipped out, the new one slipped into place, and the tube was
carefully lowered back into position with attention to the flanges and
sylphons. The connections were remade with care in cleaning the gaskets
and flange surfaces. The instrument was aligned and the beam was found .-
to be properly centered over the screen and photographic plate. There
was a negligible shift in the image position when the-direction of cur-
rent flow through the projector coil was reversed. c.
Unfortunately, a fine hair or piece of lint was lodged in the
aperture of the projector coil pole piece. An intermediate image port
window was removed and an attempt was made to clean the aperture without
removinE the coil. This proved unsuccessful and the fluorescent coating
of the screen wPs damaged. The coil was removed, the aperture disk was
cleaned and recoated by spraying the Willemite solution fronr/DeDilbis
atomizer. The aperture was cleaned and the coil was replaced. Upon
realignment, the instrument appeared to be in good working order.
In general, the vacuum in the microscope has been very satis-
factory. The ionization gege reading has been between one and three
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microamperes. For several days prior to July 11, the best obtainable pres-
sure was definitely higher than hbd generally been obtainable but was still
usable. On July 11, the pressure reached the upper usable limit of 20 micro-
amperes. The vacuum system was tested for leaks by painting all gaskets
and windows with ether and looking for sudden increases in the ionization
gage meter reading. The trouble was located in the camera chamber and
finally more specifically in the camera valve sylphon. An unsuccessful
attempt was made to temporarily repair the leak by coating the inside of
the sylphon with rubber cement. The microscope was maintained in operating
condition while awaiting the receipt' of a new sylphon by the following
expedient. Two holes lead into the camera vslve chamber, one connects
the chamber to the auxiliary pumping system, and one connects the valve
chamber with the c'nera chamber proper. These two holes were temporarily
plugged with rubber stoppers. This arrangement necessitated evacuating
the camera chamber through the main gate valve by means of a mein pumping
system. 'When a photographic plate is to be changed, the gate valve
separating the camera chamber from the main system is closed and air is
let into the camera system by opening the door of the canere chamber.
When the plate is changed, this door is closed and the chamber evacuated
by opening the gate valve to the main system. This, of course, greatly
increases the pressure in the whole system and the pumping time required
to regain normal working pressure is greater than when the auxiliary
pumping system is in working order. A replacement sylphon has been ordered
but due to mistakes on my pert and on the part of the R.C.A. Manufacturing
Company, it has not yet been received,
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The pressure in the microscope again became unsatisfactory on
July 19. As before, the trouble was traced by painting all Joints with
ether, and finally the trouble was located in the photographic chamber
screen control sylphon. The outside of the sylphon was coated with rub-
ber cement and the leak'temporerily plugged while awaiting the receipt
of the new sylphon.
Following this last attention to the vacuum system, the micro-
scope operated satisfactorily for several minutes, then a.thud was heard,
end the instrument trembled as a r4etifier tube collapsed in the oil tank.
Upon opening the tank, the tube V-53 was found to be completely shattered.
The other rectifier tube V-52 was tested with the high frequency coils and
it appeared to be in satisfactory condition. The .third rectifier tube
left by Mr. Davis, the remaining one of the fou' which he brought with him,
was installed and the oil level in the tank was checked. Almost immediately
upon being put into operation, the usual symptoms of a bad rectifier tube
were observed. The power amplifier current jumped to somewhat more than
400 milliamperes and no beam current could be obtained. Upon opening the
tank and inspecting the tubes, the V-52 tube was again found to be gassy.
Mr. Smith of the R.C.A. Manufacturing Company was called again
and he agreed to send two more rectifier tubes.
The tvio new rectifier tubes were received on July 25. They were
tested with the high frequency coil and one was installed in the V-52 position.
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The oil level in the tank was checked and found.to be satisfactory. After
installation of this rectifier tube, the main power switch was turned on and
the tank allowed to warm up for 20 minutes before the high voltage was ap-
plied. After this warm-up period, the tank was completely filled with oil
as indicated by the seepage of oil from the vent in the plug in the top
of the tank. The voltage control knob was turned to the 30 kilovolt
position and the high voltage switch was turned on. The electron gun fila-
ment was not turned on. The beam current was normal. After several minutes
the voltage was increased to 35 kilovolts. The power amplifier current
increased considerably, and the beam current increased but was steady.''The
voltage was increased to 40 kilovolts and the beam current failed to increase
but remained at its previous value of S0 microamperes. The power amplifier
current increased to 35" milliamperes for 15 or 20 seconds and then jumped
to 420 milliamperes, whila the beam current went to zero -- the symptoms
of rectifier tube failure. tTUon opening the oil tank, the tube in the
V-52 position was fcvni to be gassy.' The remaining spare tube was installed
and both tubes were again tested with the high frequency coil and founi to be
hard.
The rapidity with which these rectifier tubes failed suggested
that perhaps the high voltage system was not working properly and that the
voltage applied to these rectifiers might be much greater than normal. The
power amplifier circuits seemed to be in satisfactory condition, but the
tubes, V-17, 1l, 19, 20, 21, 23, and 25 were removed and taken tothe
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Valley Radio Distributors for testing in their tube checker. The tubes
appeared to be satisfactory. When the tubes were re-installed in the panel,
the panel test meter readings were identical with those noted during
Mr. Davie' last "isit. Despite the fact thPt there appeared to be no
-trouble with the power amplifier circuits, en effort was made to talk
with Mr. Arthur W. 7ance of the M.C.A. Manufacturing Company but he was
not available.
before putting the instrument into operation again, another in-
spection was given the rectifier tubes in the oil tank. The V-52 recti-
fier is mounted directly over a condenser in the tank. The anode of the
tube is connected to the condenser and is therefore at the same potential
as the-to- plate which covers the condenser. The cathode end of this tube,
however, is only a few hundred volts from ground potential. It was thought
that the cathode end of the tube was unduly close to the top of this con-
denser and that end of the tube was raised slightly by loosening the leads,
at the cathode binding post. They were loosened enough to make the tube's
normal position about one-quarter inch higher than usual.- The tension in
the leads was sufficient, however, to prevent the tube from rising unduly
when immersed in the oil. The tank wes closed and ellowed to warm up with
the main power on for 20 minutes before the high voltage circuit was operated.
At 30, 35, 40, and 45 kilov6lts, the operation, with the gun filament off,
seemed satisfactory. The beam current rose to a value of 100 microamperes
and the power amplifier current increased normally. At 50 kilovolts the
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beam current failed to increase and the power amplifier current jumped to
400 milliamperes. Upon switching back to 30 kilovolts, operation agein
appeared normal.. Upon repeating the cycle, the improper behavior began
at 45 kilovolts instead of the previous 50. Another repetition of the
cycle shoved the misbehavior to begin at 40 kilovolts. At 30 kilovolts
the gun fileaent was turned on and a beam current of 200 microamperes was
obtained. Almost immediately another rectifier tube failed. It was found
to be 7-52 again.
Upon reviewing our troubles with the rectifier tubes, it was
noted that we had thus far had eight tubes fail and six of these have been
in the V-52 position.
.On July 28, Mr. Smith and Mr. Vance of the R.C.A. Manufacturing
Company were talked to simultaneously and told of our trouble. I inquired
specifically as to the possibility of the trouble being due to some fault
of the instrument other than the rectifier tubes. They agreed that that
seems very unlikely"and Y-. Vance stated in reply to a query cf mine that
the power amplifier circuit wEs so designed that it wVs practically im-
possible for it to furnish more than the rated voltage. I gave them what
data we had with regard to the voltages and currents supplied to the
rectifier filaments. This information had previously been conveyed to them
in a letter. It was agreed that there seemed to be no trouble iuue to
improper voltage supply to the rectifier filament. Mr. Smith stated thet
he would send us another batch of tubes and that they would, in their own
* * . : -- " . , !. " J -
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laboratory, carry on experiments in an effort to discover the reason for
our trouble and that they would from time to time make suggestions as -to
improvements in operating technique and in the method of mounting the recti-
fier tubes.
It is planned to partition off the corner of the room immediately
around the microscope by means of curtains so that the microscope may be
operated without interference from or without causing interference to
other users of the room. The curtains are now on hand; but have not yet 
been mounted.
* .- @, - * - - - -. -. e , *' 
The enlarger in the microscopic dark room is not satisfactory
for enlarging from the plates used in the electron microscope. ; Hence,
an enlarger suited to the use has been obtained for use with the electron
microscope, 
Notebook 328 is being used only for data relating to.maintenance
of the microscope. Notebook 336 is being used only for recording data on
observations; specimens, and exposures. Exposures are serially numbered
regardless of project, file number, etc. A card file lists specimens
alphabetically nnd so provides for rapid reference to all work on a
particular type of material, regardless of chronological sequence.
grs/emp
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The electron microscope was received on wMa 26. Mr. C. 1. Davis
.
:
-. . , - , - - . 0, . , , ..
of the 2CA Manufacturing Company arrived on Ma 27 for the purpose of intall- .
ing the instrument. He completed the installation and left the Institute on
May 30. - Dr. .an den Akker., Dr. lolan , and the writer assisted in setting.up
the instrument. :. . . , .,. ;. ,-.: . .- . .- .
, . ._ , . -. e
One of the special piers in the optics laboratory was cut down
slightly below floor level. A layer of sand was placed on the brick work
. .. .... a e h. e . ' d
and the concrete slab which previously, formed the top of the pier wase * 
on this sand layer. Three sponge rubber kneeling pads were out in half and 
i . - .: ~- r*''- * -.. , t^i '.*.i Of Il>. s^- 4 * *-
placed on the concrete slab and the microscope vae mounted on this p dia- - .
The instrument was assembled and.a.vacuum.obtainedyith little:'; '
more than the usual amount of trouble. During the assembly,, the ,trmcouple
gage was broken. Mr. Davis immediately ordered a new one which has not yet ,
arrived. One of the Pirani gages used with the molecular still was substi-
tuted temporarily for this thermocouple gage.. The system seemed to pump
down to a good vacuum rather slowly at first. Anl the Joints were tightened
and the usual sources of trouble considered. The pressure seemed to go down
when the cooling water to the diffusion pump was turned off and that
phenomenon suggested that the oil in the pump might be contaminated with some
volatile material. This oil, Distillation Products' Octoil. was replaced
by, the same manufacturer's Amoil which we happened to have on band for use
T.
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in the pump of the molecular still. The pressure was still not satisfactory
and the diffusion pmp was taken apart for examination. It vas then found
that the inlet was rather well stuffed with-paper, which had been put into
the pump to" sport the internal parts during shipping. The removal of
this paper soled the trouble and the pressure was satisfactory thereafter.
The ionization gage appeared to work satisfactorily when it was first
tried. On the third day. of Mr. Davis's visit here, the gage began to give
trouble. The space current of the gage was too high and could not be
controlled by the rheostat provided for that purpose. This current was_
controlled by a rheostat in the primary of the transformer which heated
the filament of the ionization gage. This rheostat was shunted by a
200-ohm resistor. len this resistor was removed, the rheostat appeared
to be able to control the current satisfactorily. The morning after Mr. Davis
left, the gage failed to operate and test showed that the filament of the
gage had burned out. It therefore appeared that the original trouble with
the gage was due to some defect in the gage itself and not to the controlling
circuit. Dr. Tan den Akker wrote to the 6A Manufacturing Company requesting
a replacement for this gage. It has not been received.
Mr. Davis said that the instruction book for use with the
instrument was in process of being printed and would be sent to us as soon
as it was received. He also agreed to send us a large scale wiring diagram
of the electrical circuit. The following are miscellaneous comments and
suggestions made by Mr. Davis.
-. -
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The fluoresce ceen sc ree r made by spraying a solution of villemite,
at a concentration of one pound per gallon, onto the appropriate metal surfaces.
For 'some reason the small screens'may be sprayed by means of a De Vilbis
atomizer, but the large fluorescent Viewing screen must be sprayed with
a spray gun at considered pressure. Thesmaller s all screens may darken
considerably, with age siid"In fct, may. appear almost black in ordinary
-ightJ.e th e y -- " 4",. -, '-' -'.,i.', '' '
light; yet they are satisfactory as long as the fluorescent spots are
satisfactorily visible.' The two small screens undergo a nmch more intense
bombardment by the electronn beaa'thas do'es the large viewing screen, hence
their more rapid deterioration.
*. - _,:.,;. .4; i:: a-':- ' -PR . i:tr ,fl- 'a*.
The filament qof ,the. electron,Pgn is.madoe of five-all tungsten .
wire. It was suggested that we might wish to replace the filaments ourselves
after the stock of spares whihs slrplied with .the instrument is exhausted.
The fine aperture in the pole piece of the objective coil is a
1-mil diameter hole in a disc of copper six mile thick. This aperture is
made in the following vay: The disc of .copper is laid on a smooth hard
surface and is dented in the center by means of a specially sharpened
needle. This needle 'is usually an ordinary sewing needle but should be of
good steel and the point should be honed until the diameter of the needle
at a distance of about four mils from the tip is of the order of two or three
mils. If the needle'is not so sharpened, the dent made in the foil or copper
sheet'vill be so broad that it ill' not etch properly in the following
treatment. The depth of this dent in the surface should be approximately,
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three-quarters of the. thickness of the copper eheet.:. After, this dentiagtu.;
process, the disk of copper is laid in a solution of nitric acid and
allowed to react until enough copper has dissolved to rorm a fine hole -.
under the dented spot. The treatment .hould be stopped when this hole .A:.,
is about one mil in diameter. The hole should be smdoth-vand round, not...
necessarily, exactly circular, but oval rather than egg-haped. It .should' t1
not have a serrated edge or have any star-like points.,:- ten this .condition
is reached. the disci is washed thoroughly in distilled; water.-: In this
process of preparing the aperture, it is important that, the: needle not. :. 
puncture the sheet but merely dent it. .If the. sheet is punctured. the hole
is generally not satisfactorily round and smooth, ands iesal much .too -6
large. The disk thus prepared must be mounted axially in the pole piece. :
A special brass-cone, is provided for aligning the aperture in the pole
piece. The aperture is carried in a special brass housing which may be
moved radially by means of four screws. Theapolo piece is placed on the
brass cone and the aperture viewed by transmitted light under low power
magnification. The pole piece is rotated on the cone and the four adjusting
screws turned until the aperture does not appear to move as the pole piece
is rotated. Mr. Davis recommended the use of a special microscope which -
would permit one to view the pole piece from the bottom.. There appears
to be no reason why anaordinary microscope cannot be used and mounted on
a special stand above the pole piece and the aperture viewed from above
with the condenser of the microscope removed. Mr. Davis was not 'sure of the
.' ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ -- . ,. ,:T I E . APRC'MS
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prices for these:apertures vhen obtained from the BOL Nanufact during Compan,,,
but he remembered roughly that the charge for a new pole piece and aperture
pole
was;$95 andu.that upon return of the old/piece, a credit of $77 was allowed.
Ii-otber. ve& a snew aperture put in by.fie costs about $1. ..There appears
tobeno. reason,.wt we cannot take cre of such a replacement withoutt ay,
great).trouble. The aperture must be changed occasionally for several.
riasonre;.. it. may become plugged by ha ving, something drop upon it from
above; or its edges may become dirty after continued use due .to the
decomposition of organic vapors in the microscope. 3ven though the aperture
is not plugged, the dirtying due to decomposition of organic vapors is
A * .I -. ,- ' r !,t: ..: . .. A. '· 'S.I t in
undesirable as it has a deleterious effect on the resolving over of the
: i -be -- . - -* -- t . w : :. h'
microscope.
- 8' ' . ' :1.:..-.
Mr. Davis mentioned that picein wax vhich is used in sealing the
thermooouple gage to the metal diffusion pump is difficult to obtain. They.
obtained their supply from the S. and G. Rubber Company Incorporated, 15 est
22nd Street, Nev York. Any of the usual vacuum waxes should be satisfactory.
Mr. Davis also volunteered the following information as to the
BCA Manufacturing Company organization: Mr. T. A. Smith and Mr. Henry Bhea
of the sales department are familiar with the microscope. Mr. Rhea spends
most of his time demonstrating the microscope at the plant. When detailed
information is wanted quickly on the microscope proper, that is, on the
magnetic focusing system, Mr. James, Hillier is the designer and the one
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and is the one to consult on information along that line. If replacement
parts are needed in a burry.' the order should. be addressed to hmergancy,
!Sorvice, :HU Maiufactuiing O&ip d. de&i4Nev .Jersey and. the patfzitber
.ehsuiid'b-e-'pecif ieC The ~ffi6&' h~ihi of -'tai' reer fro~ 9863 am.-
untillli0O p.M 4&Wizjiieptf "Sunialt Vvhei the a our s area 91:00 a.'m. Ito
'6:o p.4 ~`This s~rrvaw ihcrulibetused onlyttn case of emergency and when
it is used, the shipment Is made within a few hours of receipt of the
telephone or telegraphic order. 
-- ~Vhile'Kr-XrDNvfi was 4Ui12 hiri,'tt waS noticed ibaV the overload
7 rely i themicoscPe Pi~o oe e 'roperlyj'Ja~4hi Mdjusted It. h
-roFuble 'appeared ttb e cba relaynfi sifhng j tids armature
and to the stiff 'pigtail which ~cdnaticted it -to "the ~t~ihmnal of the -relay,.
When the microscope is newly assembled, it is sometimes difficult
to align the three coils and, to get the beas to pass through the required
apertures because of the fineness of the aperture in the objective coil.
In such a case, It is convenient to remove the pole piece of the objective
coil so as to have a larger aperture for the preliminary focusing.. When
the coils have once been aligned, it is usually not difficult to relocate
the beam if it should bra lost temporarily, without removing the pole piece.
Careful alignment of the system ~is important since it not only. makes for
convenient observation sad pbotograpbr' but is necessary to obtain the
best resolvng.. te of teias~trume¶t.I/h alignment is otgood.
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the image on the fluorescent screen moves disagreeably when the magnification
is changed so that the specimen must be repositioned after each change in
magnification. If thealignment is satisfactory, the jmage rotates but
its center does not move laterall. .Slnce Xr,. Dave.t left, the following,
procedure has been evolved for aligning the col&s,;Xjhie procedure may, not
be according to the recommended practice but untl..1thearrival of te ,in- *
struction book it may be useful.-. It ie sa. follosel: ., - . .:.
-. . . 1t 3 ' .P ,' t ' Q.. ; tu .t'' -. '' 2' .. .
The imag* at the focal point of the objective coil changes size
when the coarse focusing adJustMent is turne The spot is largest when
the coarse focusing control is turned in the clockwise direction as far as
possible, that is, with themaximum current through the coil, and the spot
is smallest when the coil is turned in the counterclockwise direction as
far as possible, that is, when the current through the coil is the least.
-t ss t t -' ' -. .. .... 4.... .... .. .
It seems that this spt should not move but should merely, eipand or contract
concentrically when the coarse focusing adjustment i turned. With the
coarse focusing adjustment at its farthest clockwise position, the large
spot is centered on the aperture in the fluorescent screen in the focal
plane of the objective coil by adjustment of the position of the objective
coil. If the alignment of the condenser coil is not correct,. the. spot will
become. smaller and move to one side :or the other as the coarse focusing
adjustment is turned in the counterclockwise direction. With the coarse
adjustment in its extreme counterclockwise position,;the spot is.brought.
back to a position over the aperture by manipulation of the condenser coil.
This second adjustment requires readjuBtmenatjfO,,tteo objective coil and. so-on.
;... -h'i,;, ·... .
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Th~ mageintsity, increases as the voltage applied to the
--- ,-gtunj Isncreased from 25,000 to 60,000 volts, The Increase in intensity
is mist rapid thiouah the-lower part of the voltage rang.. Therefore.
inY~eie ,A.it seems suitableIbto use'a-voltage.of 55,000. This~ie.
~;; e~ov~thiinx nmeavwtllibe-leie'likel.y to.overload the rectifier
'~ il~eŽ1 tan IId the aaxlnamvoltage.'of ,60.000, and -the intensity is
*satisfactory.
Miss lvelyn Kregel is nov familiar with the instrument and
is able to use it~without assistance., Mr. -Dearth-has spent several
half days £vith'the 4nstr~sniat.sazndwill ebortly be able-to.une-it,vithout.
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